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Privacy API

We have previously touched on the issue of the EU’s GDPR (General  Data Protection
Regulation) and Privacy considerations in the relevant section in the ‘Moodle Development
Overview’ chapter (Chapter 2). The API allows plugin developers to describe the personal
data stored and provides the means for that data to be discovered, exported, and deleted.

Plugins  should implement  one  metadata  provider  and,  optionally,  one  or  more  request
providers.  A metadata provider describes the data and the purpose that  it  stores, and a
request provider acts upon user requests such as the  Right to be Forgotten and a  Subject

Access Request.

Many Moodle plugins do not store any personal data, as they typically either display data
from other areas of Moodle or simply add functionality.  If such a plugin is to define a
metadata provider, it should define a  null provider. One has to be careful here because

plugins that cause data to be stored elsewhere in the Moodle sub-system would be regarded
as data stores, as the logic to determine what data belongs to any particular user would
normally reside in its functionality.

Since,  in most  cases,  third-party plugins do not  store user  data  per se,  this  API is  not
covered in much depth here. It is most likely that course activity modules will  need to
implement privacy functionality.

I have mentioned a null provider for plugins not storing data. This is implemented as a \

core_privacy\local\metadata\null_provider class, the opposite of which

is  implementing  a  core_privacy\local\metadata\provider  to  indicate  and

describe the storage of personal data. The  core_privacy\manager class defined in

the  /privacy/classes/manager.php file  provides  the  glue  between  all  the  different
components and manages the core privacy functionality.

If you find that your plugin does, in fact, store data, then there is quite extensive inline
documentation in the class file.

For the rest of the plugins, the null provider is simple to implement. This book includes

an example of such an implementation in the ‘Developing Plugins’ chapter (Chapter 8).

For  more  information,  please  visit  the  documentation's  ‘Privacy  API’  page
(https://docs.moodle.org/dev/Privacy_API).

Web and External Functions APIs

It  is  easy to get confused when discussing web services in Moodle.  Unfortunately,  the
documentation, to me at least, is not very coherent.
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The  Web  Services  API  refers  to  the  API  to  support  the  development  of  webservice
protocols, meaning you can develop additional protocols if you so wish. We will not be
covering  the  development  of  new protocols  in  this  book,  but  if  you would  like  more
information about this, you can find it in Moodle documentation’s ‘Webservice Protocols’
(https://docs.moodle.org/dev/Webservice_protocols).

Out of the box, Moodle supports:

 REST – representational state transfer returning JSON or XML. The server is not
RESTful

 SOAP – Simple Object Access Protocol

 XML-RPC – Extensible Markup Language (XML) Remote Procedure Calls (RPC)

The External Service API allows any plugin to expose external services through a web
service. So, for example, your enrolment plugin may allow an external system to query
enrolments via the XML-RPC protocol. Many of the core Moodle plugins, including over
20 activity modules and a few enrolment ones, actually provide external services. A list of
the  core  services  can  be  found in  the  core  webservice  functions  section  on  the  API’s
functions  documentation  page
(https://docs.moodle.org/dev/Web_service_API_functions#Core_web_service_functions).

In developing external services for your plugins, you will be exposed not only to the Web
Services  API  (https://docs.moodle.org/dev/Web_services_API),  but  to  the  External
Functions  API  (https://docs.moodle.org/dev/External_functions_API),  and quite  possibly
exporter  class  functionality  (https://docs.moodle.org/dev/Exporter),  all  of  which  overlap
considerably.  However,  these are not  covered in  this  book.  If  your  plugin  is  solely  to
provide functionality for an external application, then you will need to create a local plugin
for the service.

To create an external service, you will have to define the functionality in your plugin’s
db/services.php file. The file will define at least one or, optionally, two arrays. The first
required array declares your webservice functions, where each declaration uses an array of
values to reference a usually external function. Previously, the referenced functions would
have resided in  the  externallib.php file  of  the  plugin,  but  now each function  must  be
defined in a class file in the classes/external folder following the conventions discussed in
the ‘Class Autoloading and Namespaces’ section of the ‘Plugin Development Background’
chapter (Chapter 4).

The other array named services is optional as it can be defined in the User Interface.

The services array pre-builds the services, so the Moodle administrator doesn't need to.

While I can imagine that this chapter will be a little confusing without examples, later in
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the book we will develop an external service as a local plugin in the ‘Developing Plugins’
chapter (Chapter 8). This will help explain the discussion here.

The best Moodle documentation pages covering this subject are:

• External functions API (https://docs.moodle.org/dev/External_functions_API)

• Adding  a  web  service  to  a  plugin
(https://docs.moodle.org/dev/Adding_a_web_service_to_a_plugin)

External Functions Uploads and Downloads

Moodle’s support for file uploads is reliant on the File API; thus, to deal with the issue for
external service plugins, there is an entry point at /webservice/upload.php, which requires
the webservice token for authentication where files can be posted. The files are saved in the
token user’s draft area and the results –  including errors –  are returned in JSON format.
Positive results will return an array of file object details, including the item id, which will
be the same for each file uploaded at the same time. If the solution requires separate file
uploads, then the client can extract the first file’s  itemid and stipulate it as an optional

itemid parameter with the next file upload. The other optional parameter to this endpoint

is filepath, where the client can specify the path in the draft area that the file needs to

be placed.

The webservice client can then pass the itemid(s) to the relevant service to allow the

plugin to retrieve and process and/or save it to the plugin’s file area. However, if you do
not have the luxury of getting the other system to make two or more API calls, then you
can always revert to manipulating the standard $_FILES global variable and get the client

to upload the files directly to the webservice function.

Downloads are managed though the  /webservice/pluginfile.php endpoint and require the
webservice token for authentication.  It  works a lot like the standard  /pluginfile.php,  as
discussed in the ‘File API’ section of the ‘Common APIs’ chapter (Chapter 5).

For both these methods, the relevant rights have to be granted via the service settings – by
editing the relevant service on the ‘Site administration->Plugins->Web services->External

services’ (/admin/settings.php?section=externalservices) page. One or both settings can be
programmatically set in the services definition.
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There are another two core Moodle web services available since Moodle 2.x to specifically
upload/download files: core_files_upload and core_files_get_files, which

are defined in /lib/db/services.php.

For  more  information  about  file  support,  please  see  Moodle documentation’s  ‘Web
Services File Handling’ page (https://docs.moodle.org/dev/Web_services_files_handling).

Administration

Moodle rightly gives a lot of control to site administrators so that they can manage web and
external services, which adds to the administrative complexity. There are up to eight steps
to follow to activate a webservice for the first time, depending on the user requirements.
We will not go into the steps involved here, but I mention it because you will have to go
through the process to develop the external service you wish to provide. You can find the
steps  laid  out  quite  nicely  on  the  Moodle  site  by  navigating  to  ‘Site  administration-

>Plugins->Web  services->Overview’ (/admin/settings.php?
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